The Smart Meter Technology Value Chain (Strategic Focus)

Description: This report looks at the advanced metering infrastructure value chain. It covers what is driving utilities to adopt smart meter technology, what technology makes up the infrastructure, how the technology benefits a utility, key players in the ecosystem and the competitive landscape for these players.

Scope

- Discusses the drivers for adoption of smart metering technologies in Western Europe and North America
- Provides insight into what technologies comprise advanced metering infrastructure
- Describes how different utilities will benefit from different elements of the smart metering infrastructure
- Provides recommendations for technology vendors and services companies

Highlights of this title

A full analysis of the current performance of technologies is included, as well as Datamonitor's opinion on future take up of the various technologies underpinning advanced metering infrastructure.

The geographic and utility-specific drivers for adoption are detailed in length, providing insight into what technologies will be adopted where and for what reason.

Key reasons to purchase this title

- Gain a deep insight into the advanced metering infrastructure
- Understand why utilities are adopting advanced metering infrastructure technologies
- Learn where the current bottlenecks lie in advanced metering infrastructure
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